
2021 witnessed a flurry of
investments from global food and
beverages giants such as Nestle,

Coco-cola, PHW-Grouppe, Cargill,
Thai Union, BRF foods, NH foods

among others in Cell-Cultured
meat and dairy markets. The
Cultured food and beverages

segment attracted more than US$
900 million in investment by

December 2021, and it is expected
to increase vigorously by multi-

folds moving in 2022.

As Cell-cultured products are
expected to enter the mainstream in the
next few years price parity with conventional
meat has been considered the top priority by
the companies working in this space.

Future Meat, an Israel-based cell-cultured meat
company has brought the cost of its cell-based
chicken down by almost 1,000 times over the
last three years, currently producing it for only
50-60$/kg. Avant Meats, Hong Kong based
company developing cell-cultured sea food
using fish cells has announced that it has
achieved approximately 90% reduction in the
cost of producing its cultured functional
proteins in March 2021.

As the prices are dropping off with the
advancements in technology and subsequent
scaling up of production, the industry is
anticipating to bridge the gap between
the prices of cultured and
conventional meat sooner.  
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Ever since the Singapore Regulating agency has
approved the sale of Cell-cultured meat alternatives
in December 2020, the country has been a hot-spot

for the research and development in the Cell-
cultured space and becoming a lucrative market for

companies operating in this space.
 

Other countries that are following Singapore in
terms of approving cultured meat are Qatar, Israel,
the USA among others. Qatar is set to become the

second country to approve cultured meat after
Singapore as it recently indicated an intent to
approve cultured meat developed by ‘Eat Just’.

 
However, several major global markets such as the

USA, Europe, and China are not far behind in
approving the lab-grown meat and many of them

could be seen doing just that in 2022.

2020 and 2021 have witnessed
an increased global presence of

Asian Meat Alternative
companies in the market which

was solely dominated by
European and North American

companies for the last few years.
Asian companies such as Green
Monday, Next Gen Foods, Next

Meats, and Century Pacific,
among others have made in-

roads into the USA and
European markets to leverage
the growing demand in these

regions.

Over the past few months,
Japan-based Next Meats has
announced a collaboration

with US burger chain Wayback
Burgers, Vegan Pork pioneer
OmniPork has launched its
OmniPork product range

across Sainsbury’s
supermarket outlets in the UK,
and Australia based v2Foods

has raised almost US$108
million last year after it

announced its plans to expand
to Europe.

Growing footprint of Asian
Meat Alternatives companies
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